NEWSLETTER NUMBER SEVEN FROM THE LNWR GEORGE THE FIFTH STEAM LOCOMOTIVE TRUST

Building the Pressure

Editorial
Titles often give away the subject and themes, this newsletter being no different! The boiler is the main
part of any steam locomotive and much of the newsletter is dedicated to the Boiler and the newly set up
Boiler Barrel Club. It encapsulates a lot of the hard work and hours being put in by the trust, our volunteers
and of course the readership of this newsletter- who continue to support us in various ways and give us the
strong funds base that we are able to build upon; Building the Pressure in more ways than one! Much of
the work again has been behind the scenes, in order to give a sense and tangible idea of what we have
been undertaking the Crewe Production Belt section will hopefully give a greater appreciation of the
challenges; by definition we are a ‘new build’ but with no twentieth century LNWR passenger locomotives
to reference against we are ‘newer’ than most which the Production Belt will try and encapsulate.
As our build gathers pace it is interesting and important for us to look over the current state of the rail
industry that we are fast becoming a part of. Our railways are facing an incredibly turbulent period;
whether it is the Shaw report recommending Network Rail being devolved to a more route based
structure, Chris Grayling recommending Network Rail is part privatised and Train Operating Companies
manage and have more in control of maintenance of the railway, the effects of leaving Europe on the
Railway Standards structures or the Southern strikes and their impact. This instability in the rail industry
makes predicting and calculating future trajectories even more difficult for a new build like ours, especially
given the impact of the new mainline access regime applying from the 4 th June once they have sorted and
established ‘the detail’.
With all that in mind the future for steam on the main network however is looking more secure. Train
Operating Companies like DB Cargo, Scotrail and First Great Western are taking more of an interest in
Steam which can only be a good thing for the future, that future and the scene that we have been used to
however may well ultimately a different one by the time we get to the party. The emphasis and tone is set
for more specific routes where steam will operate- Crewe to Carlisle, the North Wales Coast, etc. This

approach will enable a securer future and hopefully lead to greater reliability of steam running with the
longer runs being maintained for special occasions, steam possibly becoming less regular in high frequency
timetable areas of the country such as London and on the Southern. Gauging is another problematic area
for the modern railway, the new software that is used to calculate whether steam locomotives will fit over
the network is another reason for short notice cancellations. The problem is that as now gauging is
computer based, rather than by specialist knowledge of individuals, the computer can often say ‘no’!
Building an accurate gauging packet and working with the relevant bodies to gauge the locomotive over
routes at an early stage will have to become more prevalent, as far too often (for whatever reasons) the
cancellations are very late in the day. Working with the relevant departments will become more and more
essential and an area we should be in a good place to take advantage of from the Trust’s skills base. If
uncertainty is the theme of the modern railway that cannot be said of the George, for we are continuing to
expand and grow, and I hope you enjoy the news, themes and enjoy watching the ‘pressure grow’!

Building the Pressure- Boiler Work Begins!
The Trust is excited to announce that work on the boiler has taken its first steps. Alan Haigh, a boiler
specialist, has kindly updated the original boiler drawings so that they conform to modern regulatory
standards. The Trust is currently undertaking initial conversations with potential suppliers; these have so
far taken place with Israel Newton in Matlock and Tom Mainprize who visited the boiler works at
Meiningen in Germany.
Boiler Barrel Club
With the start on the boiler made Trust Director Paul Hibberd announced in Steam Railway the starting of
the Boiler Barrel Club, this will be a group of around ten people who each put in £1000 (this can be split
into four periodic payments of £250) that will help fund the boiler barrel. The club has been successful so
far since its launch in November and we would be delighted to hear from others who may like to
participate. If you are interested please contact either of the email addresses provided below
thomas.mainprize@gmail.com or paulhibberd@gmail.com

An excerpt of the George’s boiler drawing general arrangement

The Crewe production Belt- Smokebox Completed Bogie wheels- Galatea/ WCRC, Coupling Rods
The Trust has now taken possession of the completed Smokebox, the finished smokebox is both impressive
in size and weight and will be periodically appearing at various shows until it is finally bolted to the
locomotive!

Paul talking to interested members of the public at Loughborough. (Picture courteous of Rob Bellamy)

The Trust was bowled over by the incredibly generous donation of the money required to fabricate the
coupling rods. The money has enabled work to be started, with stress analysis being undertaken and the
CAD drawings prepared so we can go out to tender. Please watch this space for further updates soon!
The bogie wheel pattern has also been purchased and fabricated. As mentioned in the editorial there is no
precedent set and therefore Grandfather Rights do not apply to the wheels. The modern railway will
therefore treat the design as a new design- meaning that any variance from modern practice, of which a
Steam Locomotive varies substantially, requires us to follow in the path of Galatea which had a new bogie
wheel cast. We have been grateful for the support West Coast Railways have given us thus far in helping
give us a guide of the process they had to follow. Much calculation work is therefore being undertaken to
validate what the LNWR did. Essentially we are reinventing the wheel!

The bogie wheel pattern

Loughborough Visit
On the road again the Paul, Tom, Terry, Jamie and the LNWRS Chairman Brian Hayes found themselves at
Quorn on the GCR with completed smokebox in tow at the annual traction engine rally. The smokebox
looked extremely smart in the undercoat of red oxide. The event was successful with the weather playing
its part on the Sunday, with the rain clouds gathering we beat a hasty retreat to the tin shed for an
impromptu and highly successful engineering meeting. The fact the shed contained 8 cask ales on draft
was a mere coincidence!
Gresty Road Open Day
Another road show and this time on home territory, Crewe, for the DRS open day. We took along the
splasher and although aimed at the diesel enthusiast there was much interest in the splasher and
locomotive. The locals we chatted to were certainly excited and pleased to see a piece of proper Crewe
heritage being reborn. This bodes well for our future and how the town of Crewe receives the engine. Two
locomotives were named on the day the type 4- Craftsman was named right next to us, the crowd were
surely more interested in the George though! Other locations visited to promote the locomotive have
included HMS Sultan, Gosport (where it was very evident that Eastleigh is still much interested in 4-4-0s

from ‘rival’ lines), Quainton and Kidderminster and in 2017 we expect to be at the National Model
Engineering Exhibition at Alexandra Palace from 20-22 January.

‘2013’ Prince George sat next to Craftsman

Heresy in Derby- Again!
Jamie, Terry, Tom, Peter and Paul went along to Ricardo Rail in Derby to assess and discuss mainline
requirements with Eddie Draper our prospective VAB. The meeting was significant in the ground covered
with the attitude highly positive and Eddie extremely insightful and helpful with much of the complex web
of regulations, risk assessments and derogations.

Eddie trying to get the projector to work, much to the amusement of the assembled audience!

In the Press
Articles about the build have appeared in Steam Railway and Heritage Railway and also in a bookazine on
‘New Build Steam’ together with a large advertisement in a ‘New Generation of Royals’ bookazine available
through major retailers.
‘The Daily Telegraph’. Are you the one in six?
Most charities depend heavily on legacies to achieve their objectives and one person in six includes a
charitable legacy in their will. If you are that one person in six then please consider a legacy to ‘LNWR
George the Fifth Steam Locomotive Trust’ (Registered Charity 1153991), even better if you could let us
know. Each year ‘The Daily Telegraph’ produces a charities supplement and in 2016 we were fortunate to
be featured prominently, as seen below.

The Telegraph Article

The Bogie wheel- Many thanks for the generosity!
With the substantial amount of theoretical work and finite element analysis undertaken we are meeting
with Mott of Derby to establish the necessary regime of non-destructive tests that will enable the bogie
wheels to proceed early in 2017.
We are always actively looking for sponsors and funds, so if you are interested in donating please contact
either of the email addresses provided below thomas.mainprize@gmail.com or paulhibberd@gmail.com

Prince George needs your support, you are after all the steam that drives the locomotive! We would appreciate
any donations/ adjustments to your monthly contributions/even legacies! Those planning to offer further
financial support would be greatly appreciated and support in any of these ways should contact Paul Hibberd
(paulhibberd@gmail.com, 01763 272883 or via 62 High Street, Buntingford, Herts SG9 9AH)

